Sensitile RippleTM

Illumination:
Each RippleTM panel is internally structured to have thousands of light conducting channels. These optical
pathways activate the panels giving them a magically interactive surface which responds to the shadows,
movements, light, and colors around it - no power is needed!
The effects of RippleTM are best seen when they receive stong light from a single direct source (such as a
spotlight). Multiple lights can cause multiple shadows and low light sources can cause weak results. For the
optimal lighting reccomendations, please refer to our Scintilla/Ripple Lighting Guide.
Options and services:
Non-standard thickness
Curved panels with concave or convex radius (minimum radius 120”)
Custom colors and color matching
Dichroic color options
Mounting hardware, including integrated z-clips for opaque panels (mirror backed)
Custom patterns
Edge polishing
Edge profiling
2-D shape cutting
Laser surface etching (Logos and graphics)
3D shapes and forms
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Sensitile RippleTM - Interactive Panels
Type: Interactive Panels
Core composition: Resin
Cladding Composition: Resin
Applications: Commonly used for feature walls, bar faces, bar tops, doors and decorative features.
Core patterns: Random, Grid, Progressive
Grain Width: 1/4”, 3/8“, 1/2” are standard, 3/4“ and 1” available with longer lead times.
Interlayers: Iridescent film, custom colors, wood veneer, artwork, smartfilm, and fabric can be layered
on one or both surfaces of the core (or between cores when doubled). Maximum size of
48” x 80“.
Core thickness: 1/16”, 1/8”, 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2”, 3/4”, and 1” for single core panels. 1/8”,1/4”, 1/2”, 3/4”, and
1” for double core panels.
Cladding thickness: 1/16“, 1/8”, 3/16”, 1/4”, 3/8“ or 1/2” for Resin. Size limitations apply for 1/16“
cladding.
Cladding colors: Over 500 color combinations available in transparent and mirror options.
Cladding surface finish: Matte, Frosted, Non-Glare
Total panel thickness: Standard sizes run from 3/16” up to 1-1/4”.
Sizes: Standard size is 48“x80” for clear and color panels. Full sized frosted panels will have a toler
ance of (-) 3/8” / (+) 1/16”. Larger sizes may be available in clear up to 80”x80”.
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Technical Specifications for Sensitile Ripple panels with acrylic cladding unless otherwise noted
Weight

3 lbs/sqft (1/2” thickness)
5 lbs/sqft (3/4” thickness)

Impact Strength
Rockwell hardness

0.4 ft lb/in of notch
ASTM D785

Maximum recommended service temperature

M-94
175 ˚F

Coefficient of Linear Thermal Expansion

ASTM D696

Self Ignition Temperature

ASTM D1929 910 ˚F

Flame Spread Index (acrylic cladding)

ASTM E84

120

Flammability rating

UL 94

94HB

ICC Building code classification (acrylic cladding)

0.000034 in/in ˚F

C, CC2

Low Emitting Materials (EQ 4.1, LEED V4, CDPH Spec. 01350 V1.1)
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